


Young Folks Walking round 
With Their Heads In The Sky
When we first worked on the theme of “Cooking vegan for people 
that don’t” I had in mind some constellations plotted back about 
twenty years - Isa Chandra Moskowitz’s start of the baketivism 
movement, the attitude Jonathan Safran Foer expresses in Eating 
Animal (a gesture akin to “here are the facts, you can interpret them 
as you like”), and the rise of attention to veganism in the last five 
years. I wanted to talk about how cooking for people is becoming 
one of the last creative things we do for our friends on a regular 
basis. About how having people sat around your table is like a 
captive audience - it’s up to you how you entertain them. And how 
talking about veganism over food has been the best way I’ve found 
to show you care about what you’re eating, and how you chose to 
live your life. But, and of course, it turns out that was just my story. 
During the research for this zine, I began to hear about so many 
more constellations on this map - the culture of cooking and sharing 
vegan food by the Grateful Dead’s fan base, the Deadheads; the 
prevalence of meat-free cooking in Melbourne, California, and 
Texas. The blogs and Instagram accounts my friends are obsessed 
with that I’d never heard of, and the recipes they cook all the time 
that I’d never tasted. In the process of learning so much, I also 
managed to set up my own vegan catering company, inspired 
by the stories unearthed from my inbox each morning of choosing 
to swap food instead of insults. On my map, this zine is a new 
constellation. I hope it can be for others too.

My nightstand is crammed once more with books recommended 
to me by fellow vegans as if I only went meat-free yesterday. I’ve 
got a list I haven’t even written yet of new ingredients I want to try, 
and I’d also like to arrange some kind of IRL potluck for everyone 
that contributed to this zine. Firstly, because it would have been 
nothing without you, but I also really, really want to try all the food 
you’ve talked about on these pages. Two months ago, I thought I 
understood where my own path on veganism was headed, but it’s 
now got an entirely different trajectory. 

Let’s cook, talk and wash-up more,
Ava



More themes than 
hot dinners
It’s all about committing to your concept, darling. If you’re at the 
stage in your life where you need to mix dinner times up a little 
(what’s up, 26), then get some vegan supper club nights for your 
loved ones on the agenda. Make the theme as low key or outre as 
you fancy- Monday nights deserve more than microwave dinners 
after all...

Shakedown Street pot luck, because hippies don’t have to suck 
and everyone loves a chimichanga.

Mezcal floats and taco night: guests club together for the 
mezcal, you provide the tacos and ice. It’s a win win win.

Thali time: everyone makes a curry they’ve never tried before, all 
you need to make is some blockbuster basmati and soy yoghurt 
raita.

First, observe the whole bowl: it’s time for Tampopo ramen night. If 
you have the day free, make ramen noodles and prepare some 
basic accompaniments - everyone else can bring the rest. 
Motown Chowdown: Let’s try harder than generic soul food. Detroit’s 
Coney Dogs are super easy to veganise, or deep-pan square pizza, 
washed down with some ginger ale cocktails, a tribute to the home 
of America’s first soda pop.



There's enough 
for everyone
Kicking back with Club Mexicana
I stumbled across Club Mexicana over Twitter late one 
summer night in 2014. The mere mention of a George Michael 
themed street food stand at Kings Cross was enough to get 
me cycling in July heat an hour across North London to try 
out my first Club Mexicana taco - the fact that it was all 100 
percent vegan only really became apparent when I arrived 
at the stand. Pulled jackfruit, creamed corn and pickled pink 
onions had me at hello. Since then I’ve been trucking the 
length and width of London, attempting to make it to every 
new place Club Mexicana pops up. Meriel and Lois, the two 
women behind Club Mexicana, have a totally inspirational 
attitude to vegan food, veganism and making that accessible 
to anyone that drops by their stands. I managed to grab 
Meriel for a quick chat in between their busy street food 
schedge to hear about how they’ve managed to make 
something as susceptible to criticism as veganism into 
something people barely even realise is meat-free.

Let’s start with a break down. What kind of split in customers 
would you say you have between vegan and non-vegan?
It depends on where we are, but at our most regular markets 
I'd say it was about 10-15% vegan. Our supper clubs and pop 
ups are probably more around 30-40%. 



How did the idea for Club Mexicana come about?

We lived in Melbourne for several years. Melbourne is an incredible 
city for food, one of the best (and most underrated) in the world. 
Being vegan there was a dream! There are so many vegan and 
vegetarian restaurants... loved by vegans and non-vegans alike. I 
came back to London in 2012, via San Francisco, LA, Chicago and 
New York - cities with incredible vegan food scenes, but when I 
arrived back I was disappointed by the lack of good vegan options 
in what is supposed to be one of the food capitals of the world. The 
street food scene was beginning to kick off here and there was an 
air of something really exciting happening in food in London, but 
there was still a lack of options for us vegans! So, when my partner, 
Lois, returned from Melbourne a year later, we decided to take 
matters into our own hands and Club Mexicana was born!

When you first started setting up Club Mexicana, did you create a 
menu you thought non-vegans could find accessible, or was it just 
about food you can be confident would taste great?

Our number one goal is to create dishes that are absolutely packed 
with flavour. We set out to challenge non-vegans’ preconceptions 
of vegan food being all about lentils and lettuce, so we picked 
ingredients to showcase big flavours, and also to showcase a variety 
of colours and textures. Our menu includes vegan interpretations of 
meat dishes, like BBQ pulled jackfruit and beer-marinated seitan, 
but this is as much to appeal to vegans and vegetarians as it is to 
appeal to meat eaters. For us, it's all about creating new, different 
and exciting dishes that everyone can get excited about… and it 
seems to be working! 



Have you ever had any strange reactions from people that didn't 
realise your food is vegan?

Our most popular street food dish is our BBQ Pulled Jackfruit Burrito. 
Despite clear labelling on our menus that all our ingredients are 
vegan, a lot of people just stop reading after 'BBQ Pulled....' and 
ask for 'the pulled pork burrito'. The beauty of street food is that we 
are right there, at hand, to tell people all about jackfruit, how we 
prepare it, how it tastes... and almost everyone is intrigued and 
eager to try it, despite wanting meat two minutes earlier. And the 
best part is, they keep coming back! We've even had a couple of 
people coming back to us saying they had no idea it wasn't pork 
when they ate it last time, but that they are now addicted to our 
jackfruit! 

What are the best aspects of being involved in the vegan 
community (in real life and online)? Are there any aspects that you 
don't like?

The vegan community is an incredibly supportive one and we 
simply wouldn't be where we are now without them. Vegans will 
travel halfway across London to our pop up nights or to grab a 
lunchtime burrito and we can't thank them enough for it! Vegans are 
generally extremely passionate and knowledgeable about food, so 
it means so much to us when they come and eat our food and tell us 
how much they love what we're doing. 

What would you say is the most important thing setting up and 
running Club Mexicana has taught you to date? Has it changed 
how you feel about veganism or people that aren't vegans?

The most important thing that we've learnt over the past year 
has been to stop talking about it and just do it! We applied this 
philosophy to get Club Mexicana off the ground and we apply it 
now to everything we do! We could spend a week deliberating how 
to describe a dish on our menu, but actually what's important is just 
getting it tasting awesome and getting it out there. Likewise, if you're 
passionate about something and work really hard at it (and don't 
need much sleep) then you can create something brilliant, that 
other people love too! 



I don't think Club Mexicana has changed how we feel about 
veganism, but by doing it we've met a lot of fantastic vegans and 
have learnt how amazing the vegan community is! It has also 
however changed our view of non-vegans - we have generally 
found them to be open-minded and willing to give vegan food a go. 
It's been amazing to see a shift in their perceptions... 'vegan' used to 
be a dirty word to non-vegans, but that's no longer the case!

Find out where Club Mexicana will pop up next by following 
@clubmexicana on Twitter and Instagram

ode to the side dish
Oft-maligned, forever the underdog, the side dish is my homeboy.
While main courses have a name to live up to and scrutiny to bear, 
side dishes get to have all the fun. They’ll rarely break the meal - a 
terrible channa dhal needn’t taint the entire thali - but they can, 
without a doubt, make it.
The naans bought for 10p each and stuffed in a huge carrier 
bag for the walk home that afternoon, the mac-and-no-cheese 
that is always in flux, always being refined, or the all-killer-no-filler 
homemade beans you can bust out for a morning after fry-up. No 
one is expecting the side dishes to lead the show, so when they’re 
really great your meal becomes at least ten times better.
And hey, if you suffer from being a little over-ambitious when 
cooking for people you love, and maybe not so great on the 
attention to detail stuff, side dishes are your spirit animal. People will 
be so distracted by the OTT effort they won’t pay too much mind to 
your totally non-authentic pad thai or the plot holes in a Northern 
Soul themed tapas night.
Bring on the sides.



pass it on
We all need a little inspiration to cook and share vegan food now 
and then. Here's some people that know exactly how to share and 
share alike...

vegan with a vengeance - isa Chandra Moskowitz
While plenty of people can't imagine learning to cook vegan food 
without the help of Isa and her community access show Post Punk 
Kitchen (or PPK, as you may see it referred to), it's also entirely 
possible you're already vegan and have never heard of her. If that's 
the case, put down whatever you're doing and YouTube it now. 
For all the early 00s innocence of her shows (check those opening 
credits) the recipes and ideas behind them are really hard to not be 
inspired by. While Isa focuses a lot on veganising some American 
classics like cupcakes, mac and cheese and French toast, the 
ingredients never veer into ridiculous pay-day-only territory. These 
are meals you can hopefully afford to make on average weeknights 
and for plenty of other people too. Vegan with a Vengeance was 
the first book Isa released after filming PPK, and it's full of awesome 
anecdotes about Isa's time working for Food Not Bombs and holding 
brunch cafes in any empty space she could find. Baketivism, pissing 
off your Mum and cooking for more people than would seem wise 
with a hangover- Vegan with a Vengeance has it all. 

The inspired vegan - Bryant Terry
Vegan Soul Kitchen, Bryant’s first cookbook, made him the vegan 
world's go-to guy for African-American cooking, but The Inspired 
Vegan is the one I reach for time and time again when I'm in need 
of a creative spark. His recipes are arranged into entire meals 
complete with amazing soundtracks and quotes, such as Mindful 
Brunch and Freedom Fare ("Radical simply means grasping things 
at the root" - Angela Davis). This presentation says more than many 
cookbooks bother to state: food is about a whole lot besides taste. 
In his introduction, Bryant explains that in his home in California's 
Bay Area, he lived less than three miles away from West Oakland, 
an area with 53 liquor stores and not one supermarket, where many 
residents cannot afford to own a car, and are stuck living off over-
processed food from convenience and liquor stores.



They're known as food deserts in America, but areas like this are 
well established in the UK's inner cities. Every time I re-read Bryant's 
introduction, I'm reminded of how grateful anyone should be if they 
can afford to feed themselves, and remain educated on how they 
sustain their diet. It inspires me to cook from scratch, forget a pizza 
takeaway for another night and appreciate what good the food 
covered in mud in the fridge can do for me.

The river Cafe Cook Book - rose Gray and ruth 
rogers
This isn't a vegan cookbook, but it's packed full of vegan recipes 
by default, and there’s a reason why it’s a classic, as it’s great 
at teaching its readers how to cook for other people as well as 
yourself. Rose and Ruth are both sticklers for using vegetables and 
grains only when they're at their best, and celebrating their flavour 
in a way that's not overly fussy or extravagant - kind of the antithesis 
to Masterchef. These recipes explain how to use cavolo nero when 
the time is ready, ravioli with courgette flowers at their peak, and 
the best polenta. I often spot this book in charity shops - hold off on 
Amazon and nosy around your local Cancer Research instead - the 
meals will be worth it.



You're still here? 
A breakdown of 
vegan fry ups
About last night. There’s nothing worse than watching the clock go 
by past the time you promised everyone breakfast. Especially when 
you said you’d make it all from scratch.

Here’s some ideas. In my family, if you hear a racket in the kitchen, 
it means you can either go and help that person cook something 
(and stat), or get the hell off the property. Breakfasts that make a 
lot of washing up also often manage to intimidate anyone with the 
slightest of hangovers, so even if you want to be sweet to someone, 
using up every pan you own can be the perfect way of saying 
‘leave already’. And I mean, if all else fails, forget the cooking lark 
and insist everyone buys you breakfast.

/ Potato and spring onion bubble and squeak with chilli flakes and 
lime
/ Homemade beans 
/ Banana french toast with vanilla extract and almond milk instead 
of eggs
/ Tofu scramble with peppers and chilli, wrapped up in a tortilla with 
a load of sriracha 
/ Sweetcorn fritters with a vegan pancake batter mix and ketchup 
(believe)
/ Steamed spinach and herb-roasted mushrooms
/ Breakfast guacamole on toast- leave out the onion and garlic, 
focus on lime zest, chilli and sea salt, and griddle the bread if you 
can for extra crispy-ness
/ Plum or rhubarb compote and muesli
/ A lot. Of. Tea.



The ceiling fell in
My neighbour was the stranger that lived across the hall until 
our shared ceiling fell in. Dust settled in the cracks between our 
doorways as we found out her name was Ali and she came from 
California. We moved away when she moved away, but we still look 
after her basil plant and she still takes care of my rabbit. She comes 
over on week nights, a bit drunk, with friends she’s picked up on her 
way up to our new flat, wine claiming to be from the West Coast, 
and almonds. When we got burgled she was there to help before I 
got home. Sat on the counter we weren’t allowed to touch so they 
could dust for fingerprints was a paper plate with half an oven-ready 
garlic bread on top. She didn’t know what to do so just brought 
round the first thing she could think of. Shout out forever and a day 
to neighbours that take living next door to you so seriously. 

I once read somewhere (probably my Mum’s Marie Claire) that if 
you can make a proper salad dressing you never need to bring 
anything else for your host. I think that’s BS, salad dressing is way too 
easy. But get a good pesto under your belt and you may just be on 
to something. 

pesto for an occasion
Pesto can be expensive or a very cheap way of making your meals 
super tasty - it just depends on how much you want to spend. You 
will taste pine nuts if you add them in, but equally, a budget spinach 
pesto tastes gorgeous in a leaf salad or spread on crusty bread. 

Fair: They lent you their mixing bowl/ table/ chairs/ record player 
that isn’t broken for the weekend

1 onion, chopped small
4 garlic cloves, sliced
Olive oil
Salt and pepper
4 handfuls of spinach
Juice of 1 lemon 



Sweat the onion and garlic in a frying pan with plenty of olive oil, salt 
and pepper, until it’s all very soft and your kitchen smells great. Then 
take off the heat and blend. Add in the spinach and lemon and 
blend again. Check the seasoning - it may need more olive oil too. 
Once it’s perfect, decant into a jar or heat in a saucepan if it’s going 
straight on pasta.

Middlin’: Anything to do with losing keys/ finding your best friend on 
the doorstep and letting them stay on their sofa/ offering up lawyer 
contacts to bust your douchebag landlord’s ass.

Follow the instructions as above, but add in any basil that you can 
afford when blending the spinach, and some pine nuts after adding 
the lemon juice.

Make it rain: Police statements/ helping recover stolen bike parts/ 
the day after a party that got out of hand that they couldn’t make it 
to.

Disregard the above instructions. You need pine nuts, basil leaves, 
olive oil, salt and pepper. Begin with blending 1 tbsp of pine nuts 
with a handful of basil leaves and olive oil, and continue adding 
seasoning, basil or nuts until it tastes bang on. Make sure it’s 
travelling in a nice jar too- Kilner if you have time to go and get one. 
Ice cream tubs are not going to cut it.



Green rice recipe
‘I’m not eating alone tonight’ comes with a great range of signifiers 
(“holy shit, what’s the sofa going to do without us for an entire 
evening?”), but the way we tweak recipes for an audience is what 
I love the most. Here’s a recipe for green rice - it adds a mere 5 
minutes on to the cooking time of your dinner, but turns a weeknight 
meal from MOR burrito to running-to-the-corner-shop-for-all-the-
beers-because-we’ll-get-a-taxi-home. Get your friends to bring 
around their take-out boxes and double this, if you can, so everyone 
can have a lunch and skip the Pret tax. It’s been known to get an 
entire mess room up in arms.

Green rice 
Makes enough for four 
1 big onion roughly chopped 
4 garlic cloves, chopped 
2 green chillies
1 big handful of parsley
1 big handful coriander
Juice of one lime 
1 stock cube mixed with 500ml boiling water 
Salt and pepper 
Quick glug of rapeseed oil 
Rice for four people

Put the onions, garlic, chillies, parsley, coriander and lime in the 
blender. Blend until smooth. Take off the lid. Add in half of the stock 
you've made - so 250 ml, a little salt, pepper, and a small amount of 
oil to add richness. 
Blend again. It should be quite a loose, thin soupy mixture. Heat a 
medium saucepan with the rice and add a little oil - about 2 tbsp 
- so it just covers all the rice, and stir - this is to coat the rice so it 
doesn’t go crazy soft. 

Just as the rice starts to stick in the pan, add in all of the green stuff 
from the blender - all of it - and stir it all together. Once the water 
from that has started to reduce as the rice soaks it up, add in the 
remaining 250ml of stock, and allow to bubble away for about 5-10 
more minutes. Make sure it doesn’t stick to the bottom of the pan 
here - this guy likes to burn.
Once it's ready, drain, but don't worry if the rice is a bit sloppy - it 
always seems to firm up by the time it gets to a plate.



Snap happy

When I started using Instagram, it was the only place on the internet 
where I could find actual useful information about #whatveganseat 
and #plantbased food. Since chatting to the friends I’ve made on 
there within the vegan community, it’s fascinating to learn that the 
part I know well is just a slice: Tsouni is far more knowledgeable 
about vegan junk food and replacing meat and dairy, as well 
as lots of cool things happening in the States; Laura’s daily life in 
Brighton and Sussex makes me think there really is hope for a vegan 
counterculture somewhere south of the Watford Gap; Olivia tries out 
more recipes than anyone I’ve ever met. I wanted to compare notes 
on being vegan on Insta. Here’s what they had to say and find out 
what drives other people to document everything they’re eating.

// Laura @kitsunetsuki // Tsouni @yesitsallvegan // Olivia @iamohlivia

Do you like cooking for people that eat differently from you?

@yesitsallvegan: Well, I just love to cook for people, full stop. And 
I'm not trying to convert anyone. It would obviously be great if 
everyone went vegan tomorrow, but let's be straight – that's not 
going to happen. So, I'm happy that if omni friends come to my 
house and love my food, it's just helping to covertly introduce the 
idea that vegan food is totally delicious. If one of my friends goes 
away, overheard someone being dismissive of veganism, and said, 
'Oh, no, my vegan friend makes amazing food,' I'm helping make 
tiny changes in the collective consciousness, which has got to be a 
good place to start. 

Embrace the cliche. Posting photos of your 
dinner can be the best way to disrupt the status 
quo - and I’m not kidding. By focusing on a 
positive message, vegans and vegetarians 
on Instagram are making it a whole lot easier 
to discuss reducing or eliminating meat and 
animal bi-products from the kitchen table. 



@iamohlivia: Coming from something of a notorious 'ha-ha-what're-
you-cooking-for-dinner-Potato-Smiles-again' reputation within my 
family to a 'Guardian-Cook-scrapbooking' obsessive, I'd have to 
say, at long last, a wholehearted YES! Before deciding on becoming 
veggie myself I had no reference point within my own family or 
friendship group for vegetarianism in all of its lentil-loving goodness, 
and thus it has been even more of an education for me than it 
might otherwise have been given my mother's chronic avoidance 
of all root vegetables (to this day!).

@yesitsallvegan: 99% of my friends are omnivores but like my food… 
and even if it's totally fat/sugar/calorie-laden (which everything I 
make is, #sorrynotsorry), they think that cos it's vegan it's 'healthy.' So 
many of my friends say that they would happily be vegan if I made 
them food every day. A lot of people will happily admit that eating 
meat or dairy is just down to laziness, which I totally get – i'm not 
judging anyone. 

And, like anything, cooking is a skill that you won't get better at 
unless you practice and learn what works well for you and your 
kitchen. I've recently been so inspired by Club Mexicana, especially 
their supper club collab with Adam Rawson. Sadly, vegans aren't 
gonna get the chance to eat gourmet food like that very often, so 
why not get in the kitchen and try and make it yourself? The more 
you practice, the better you get – and it's about confidence. I feel 
like I get 1 per cent better at cooking every time I make something. 
So, really, the people I cook for are doing me a favour, not the other 
way around!

What are some big crowdpleaser dishes you make? 

@kitsunetsuki: My friends are all really polite so they act pleased 
no matter what I serve them, but leek and potato pie with a side 
of gravy and greens always goes down well - when you can serve 
up big portions of something comforting in the winter, people don't 
tend to care whether it's meaty or not! I think curry can also be 
a good dish to serve for a group, and I tend to make one spicy 
tomato-based curry alongside another creamy coconut-based 
curry so that people's different spice tolerances are catered for (I'm 
a wimp myself). 



Mac mac mac like you don't care 
(I know you care)
Mac and cheese is a cruel, cruel lover for new vegans. My first 
#FMVL moment involved a cashew nut and nutritional yeast 
macaroni cheese that took six hours to prepare and ended in tears. 
No-one needs that shit. Since that dark January night I’ve taken it 
as upon myself to ensure there’s no bad mac juju in my flat. These 
three macaroni and no-cheese recipes are designed to taste great 
as a vegan alternative, so they might not achieve the exact same 
flavour as a dairy equivalent, but if you’ve got a firm seat on the 
wagon then why fall off when there’s faux mac and cheese that 
tastes this good? 

n.b. Vegan cheese isn’t essential, but it does add to the vibe- 
however it might taste quite strange to anyone that’s recently turned 
vegan or any omni friends, so don’t feel like you can’t make these 
recipes without it.

The Base - Ideal as a side dish for a crowd
Get your macaroni on the boil with salted water. Begin to make 
a roux sauce with plain flour and soy or almond milk and vegan 
margarine (it always seems to work better than oil but your call). This 
is the base of all the below macaronis. 

The Classic
For the kinda old school option, once the sauce is thickening up, 
add in about 50ml of vegan cream (per two people), a tsp of Dijon 
mustard, and plenty of salt and pepper. Bake in the oven if you 
want, or just top with basil leaves and serve straight away.

The Cheese and Tomatoes - It’s literally that with some grated 
smoked vegan cheese. This one reheats RLLY well too.



The Watching X Files With No Lights on
I can’t say ‘wasabi’ without thinking about Barenaked Ladies but 
this is sautéed leek, wasabi and a little lemon juice mixed in and 
then packed in on top of the macaroni and baked for a few more 
minutes. I started adding wasabi into things after Nanon suggested it 
in mashed potato, and it works in a similar way to Dijon mustard, i.e. 
super tasty.

The Deluxe
If this was a sandwich, it would need a moist maker. Actually, it kind 
of could be a sandwich. This one works on the Italian tradition of 
using breadcrumbs instead of cheese in recipes to make them more 
affordable. I blend a slice of bread to make crumbs, then stir in 
some homemade pesto. Pack it in on the macaroni and bake. The 
top will go crispy, the rest will stay really flavoursome and rich, and 
it’s kind of jeujy enough to serve with steamed kale or greens as a 
dinner. 



Every City Needs A Soup Kitchen
A canteen, bar and music venue found at the heart of Manchester’s 
Northern Quarter, Soup Kitchen’s the kind of place you can pre-
drink in, head downstairs to watch the show, come up again for the 
debrief and then rock up the following lunchtime for some of the 
best vegan food you can grab in Manchester. It’s all thanks to chefs 
Nanon Lingwood and James Cole, who take the task of providing 
amazing, warming and affordable food for people right to heart. 
Nanon and I have the kind of chats about food you can’t have with 
many people - she got me on to jackfruit, vegetable fritters and 
why more places should try and cater to vegans - not just a halfway 
attempt at a vegetarian option. Nanon and James ensure the menu 
at Soup is versatile enough for anyone that walks through the door. 
Nothing is half-assed, and it’s about as close to literal soul food (not 
the shit that gets peddled in supermarket aisles) as you can get. 
Soup’s just launched their new Late Night Menu, which they hope to 
turn weekly by summer, and of course they’ve got some awesome 
vegan options - so if you’re in the UK and bound for Manchester in 
the coming months, make sure you hit up, 31-33 Spear Street. 

Nanon, the menu at Soup always seems to be changing and 
reflecting what you and James are being inspired by. What's the 
best three discoveries you've made from cooking for alternative 
diets - across vegetarian, vegan and gluten free - have there been 
any EUREKA moments?

Firstly, chickpea flour is a godsend! You can use it in falafel, 
pakoras, bhajis and even pancakes. A definite staple for vegan and 
gluten free diets and I've found it's not as difficult to source as other 
alternative flours.

My housemate did a carb free thing for a while. I was a right 
snob about it but seeing her use kale and grated courgette as 
replacements for carbs was something I stole very quickly.



Finally, vegan baking isn't as boring, bland or difficult as I thought 
it was. The vegan peanut butter blondies we do at Soup are 
incredible, staff like to convince themselves they're healthy because 
of the (ve) label but you should see the amount of sugar that goes in 
them.

What's your favourite thing to cook for a crowd?

It's got to be some sort of one or two pot dish. Everyone can slop 
their own portion on their plate, sit with their plate on their lap and 
tuck in. My favourite pot dish has got to be Goan fish curry. I always 
cheat with smoked mackerel from the supermarket and serve it with 
couscous as it leaves you with time to neck a bottle of wine and 
catch up with mates.

What's your favourite thing to cook for just two or three people?

If I'm cooking for a small group I go one of two ways. Either cook 
something I've never done before and use them as my guinea pigs 
(I made homemade moules frites for the first time the other day 
for a happy customer) or what my family calls 'picky tea.' 'Picky 
tea' is usually constituted of leftovers but I've overcomplicated 
it and will usually make a spread from scratch, good for salads, 
dips, homemade flatbreads etc. It normally becomes a complete 
mish mash with a sesame asian slaw served next to patatas bravas 
and dahl or something silly like that. It always creates a good 
atmosphere as everyone is climbing over each other to get to the 
next dish and asking for swaps.

What three ingredients would you love to work with that you haven't 
yet?
The only thing I can think of is offal, can I say that in a vegan zine?! I 
feel if you're going to consume meat you can't be squeamish about 
it. My ex once made me a cow heart stew and it was fantastic.

The most important thing you've learnt from cooking vegan food for 
people?
Restaurants are terrible at accommodating for vegans. They’re 
generally lazy and it angers me when I scan other menus that all 
veggie options involve handfuls of cheese. I feel at Soup we are 
very careful at making most of our vegetarian options vegan. It's 
easy, it just takes a little more consideration.



Where do you go for inspiration for new recipes and menus?

Instagram and Tumblr of course. My friends are all very into cooking 
(at university we once did a Christmas Dinner for 35 people) so I'm 
always stealing their ideas. I google a lot of arbitrary ingredients 
and see what the internet spits back at me. I generally read a 
couple of recipes but never follow them, as long as I get the gist of 
a dish I'd rather just make it up as I go along. When I'm apathetic 
with cooking I'll go to the grocers and buy vegetables that I never 
normally buy and see what I come up with, I've made tonnes of new 
discoveries from doing that. Oh, and I'm always planning the next 
meal, I love reading recipe books while eating.

Do you ever cook vegan for yourself? What do you make if so?

Quite a lot nowadays. I'll often look at my favourite thing to eat and 
try and make it vegan and I'm reading loads of vegan blogs at the 
moment too. I love Asian food and I use a lot of tofu when trying to 
veganise meals. Probably one of my favourite things to cook at the 
moment is a tofu chilli udon broth with loads of greens and ginger. I 
need to get my hands on a decent salt and pepper tofu recipe too!

Finally, what makes it worthwhile, for you, in catering for so many 
different diets?

I had a customer the other week who was vegan and gluten free. 
She was heading to a gig at Soup but asked if there was anything 
she could eat from the kitchen before going down. I had a main 
meal, lighter bites, pastries and four soups I could offer her. Her face 
said it all, she was shocked she had so many options. That makes it 
worth it.



(It'll never be) payday Dinner
I don’t know why these dinners started being referred to as Payday 
Dinners, because the very point of them is that they’re not- but 
perhaps payday is just square on everyone’s mind. Friends don’t 
let other friends eat lasagne sheets for a week. So work out some 
payday staggered dinner nights, and do the good thing and cook 
for everyone once a month. Your cash in hand mate might feel flush 
every other Wednesday, making Tuesday nights a ball ache, while 
for you and your best friend, the last working day of the month can’t 
come soon enough. Track down a decent corner shop that sells 
pasta in bulk, and get 1kg of it on the stove. 

If you’re not sure what to cook, ask your parents or someone in your 
family who has experience with cooking for a crowd - in the days 
before Iceland this used to happen a lot more. All in, none of these 
recipes should cost more than £10 to make, and they’ll probably 
know some tricks for making everything go further.

Amelie's two sauce pasta
This recipe uses pesto and a roasted vegetable sauce, along with 
1kg of pasta, so enough for ten people. The two sauces will only 
improve the longer you leave them, but save making the pasta until 
everyone has arrived (preferably with their own bowls, too!). Amelie 
is a quarter Italian and you can tell by some of the tricks she uses 
that I’ve never known any British people to have the patience for. 
It’s totally worth it though - and obviously the biggest expense here 
is going to be olive oil, so if you can stock pile that any time of the 
month, it’ll be worth it for the long haul.

Heat olive oil with two chopped onions, basil stems and thyme in 
a large saucepan and let them sweat. Add two finely chopped 
carrots, six garlic cloves and one good chilli (whole) and let it cook 
for 10 minutes. Add salt, and once the carrots are cooked, add two 
tins of whole tomatoes (not chopped), and half a tin of water. Don’t 
crush the tomatoes - allow them to simmer as it will really improve 
the flavour.



Keelan's pad thai
Keelan says the trick here is to focus cooking everything on a high 
heat, for the shortest amount of time possible. It’s not a stew - it 
needs to stay crunchy and zingy. You can spend days reading up 
on the right kind of noodle for this - Keelan just goes with udon as 
it isn’t too hard to cook right and tastes great against all the major 
player flavours. 

Begin with a wok, heating onions, garlic, chilli, oil and soy sauce, 
then add in lime and grated ginger. You can now choose to use up 
vegetables in need of some love, and match those to some you’ve 
bought - fail-safes are matchstick carrots, shredded cabbage, bean 
sprouts and peppers cut into strips. 

Get all those cooking in the pan, moving them around all the time, 
then it’s the final layer of flavours- spring onions, crushed peanuts, 
coriander and more lime juice. Have the udon noodles cooking 
away in boiling water by the time you get to the spring onions and 
peanuts, as they’ll only take a minute or two. Just before the noodles 
are cooked through, drain and mix everything into the same pan 
for the last minute so the flavours cook together. Top with more 
coriander and crushed peanuts. 

Ava's refried beans and 
farm-style potatoes and 
charred corn
The recipes we learn and pick up have always enchanted me - 
these ‘farm-style’ potatoes are just spicy potatoes with cumin seeds 
my Aunt used to make when we were younger, inspired by potatoes 
she had in South Africa - I have no idea why we call them ‘farm-
style.’
Start with a heavy-bottomed pan if you have one - the beans need 
to cook slowly - there’ll be a point where they don’t look like much 
and then the next minute they’ll suddenly look like the tastiest beans 
you’ve ever seen. 



With one large white onion sweating slowly in the pan with some 
sunflower oil, add in garlic, chilli paste, a chilli, a bay leaf, salt, 
pepper, and any other spicy accoutrements you’d like this to taste 
of. Allow this to cook down, making sure nothing burns. Add in the 
mix of beans you’d prefer - black beans taste the best, but black-
eyed beans look a little nicer. This needs to simmer for about 15-20 
minutes, stirring so nothing sticks. 

For the potatoes, grab a large oven-proof dish and glug in oil, salt, 
pepper, chilli flakes, sriracha sauce, cumin and turmeric. Mix up, 
then pour in peeled and cubed potatoes. They don’t need to be too 
small- about 1cm square but nothing too precise. Roast in the oven 
for about 20-25 minutes until totally cooked through and sticky on 
the edges.

Finally, for the charred corn, heat an onion with chilli, chopped 
coriander and seasoning in a large frying pan until the onion is 
translucent. Add the corn over the top so it covers the pan. Cook on 
a medium heat, turning over occasionally so the corn can char a 
little on each side. In 5-10 minutes this should be done.
Let everyone plate up on corn or flour tacos however they like - if 
anyone’s bought salad leaves, avocados or extra limes, these are 
perfect on top of the corn too.

THE END
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